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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Shabbos 114b) discusses whether one may trim 
vegetables on Yom Kippur afternoon which falls on Shabbos, for 
the post-Yom Kippur meal. The Rabanan permitted it on Yom 
Kippur which falls on a weekday, in order to fulfill the Posuk: 
ofh,uapb ,t o,hbhgu (you are to afflict yourselves) since working 
with food when one may not eat from it intensifies the affliction 
of the fast. Was this enough of a reason to permit such 
preparation on Shabbos as well ? The Sdei Chemed (8 p.366) cites 
an Acharon who asks, in light of the above Gemara’s premise that 
Chazal are interested in increasing the agony of the fast, how is it 
that we permit so many to make arrangements to lighten the fast 
with pills and appetite suppressants etc.. ? Even if we permit one 
to make arrangements to avoid a headache on Yom Kippur, that is 
because the definition of ofh,uapb ,t o,hbhgu does not include 
headaches but rather hunger and thirst. So why may we 
proactively take steps to minimize the afflictions of hunger and 
thirst ? What’s more, Chazal permit one to eat right up to before 
the Shekiyah. As such, when Yom Kippur begins, no one is 
hungry or thirsty, and as such are not afflicted. Shouldn’t Chazal 
have instituted to stop eating at Chatzos or early afternoon, so that 
all food would have been digested, and everyone would be at least 
a little hungry when the fast begins ? He cites the Gemara (Yoma 
81a) which derives from the multiple use of the word omgc in the 
Parsha of Yom Kippur to limit the punishment of Kareis for 
vftkn or eating and the requirement of hubhg to ouh ka unumhg – the 
actual day of Yom Kippur, and not to apply them to Tosfos Yom 
Kippur, which is the period of time added on at the beginning of 
Yom Kippur. Clearly, if affliction is limited to actual Yom Kippur, 
Chazal were satisfied to begin it at that time, even if digestion had 
not occurred, but (in his opinion) the pills should be discouraged.   
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
If one is prepared to throw out certain items which are still usable, 
must one avoid ,hja, kc by seeking out someone in need to give 
them to ?       

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Should one go first or last in Hatoras Nedarim & Kaparos ?)  
The Toras Chesed held that one should go last in Hatoras 
Nedarim so that his Heter would come about thru those who were 
already ohtfz (absolved of their vows). R’ Yaakov Emden held 
similarly, that one should “Shlog” his Kaparos first and then do it 
for his family so that their Kaparos would be done thru a htfz.     

DIN'S CORNER:  
Children should be trained to fast partially on Yom Kippur from 
the age of 9 or 10, depending on their constitution. However, they 
must fast the whole day once they pass majority - 13 for boys and 
12 for girls - regardless of their physical strength, as long as they 
are basically healthy. (Shulchan Aruch j”ut 616:2)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Mishna (Yoma 2a) says that an “extra” wife was prepared for 
the Kohen Gadol on Yom Kippur in case something  happened to 
his first wife, to maintain u,hc. The Rambam (vthc hruxht 17:13) 
rules that a Kohen Gadol may never marry two wives at the same 
time, since the Posuk says “vat tuvu”, which means one, not two. 
The Raavad questions this derivation, arguing that the Gemara 
(ibid 13a) learns this from the word “u,hc” (one house - not two), 
suggesting that perhaps only on Yom Kippur may he not have a 
second wife, to minimize distraction. Admitting that it probably 
would not make sense for the Kohen Gadol to have to divorce one 
wife every Erev Yom Kippur, yet, the Raavad brings a Posuk 
(ohnhv hrcs 2:24:3) - ohh,a ohab gshuvh uk jehu, showing how 
Yehoyada, a Kohen Gadol, had married two wives. The Magid 
Mishna suggests that Yehoyada had possibly married the second 
after the first one’s death or divorce. The iugnan oa ,urmut, based 
on a trcx of R’ Fishel Arik, cites the Mishna (Yoma 62a) which 
says that the two rupf ouh hrhga had to be ihuua - of the same value, 
appearance, and taken together, as derived from “hrhga hba jeh”. 
So too, the Torah says “,urmumj h,a lk vag” - requiring both 
trumpets to also be ihuua. However, the ohcurf, where the Posuk 
says ohcurf ohhba instead of ohcurf hba, were not ihuua, as the 
Gemara implies (ibid 54a) that they were rfz and vceb. The Posuk 
says that Yehoyada took ohh,a ohab, unlike the Posuk in the Torah 
which says: ohab h,a ahtk vbhhv, hf. The Gemara (Bava Basra 
120a) derives from the Posuk describing the marriages of 
Tzelafchad’s daughters – … vmr, vkjn vbhhv,u that they were all 
equivalent, and vbhhv,u tells us they all married at the same time 
(“,jt ‘huv”). As such, ohab h,a ahtk vbhhv, also implies an 
equivalence and concurrency of marriage. However, we must 
assume that Yehoyada’s wives, described as ohh,a ohab were not 
ihuua, just as the ohcurf ohhba were not, and they did not share an 
equivalent existence, as the Magid Mishna suggested. 

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
One Shabbos, Rav Shach ZTL was walking with a Talmid when they 
reached the boundary highway dividing Bnei Brak from Ramat Gan. 
Although there were no cars driving on the Bnei Brak side, that could 
not be said of the Ramat Gan side. Rav Shach turned to his Talmid and 
asked him to explain why there were no cars on their side only. The 
Talmid replied, as expected, that their side was Bnei Brak and the other 
side was Ramat Gan. Rav Shach said to him that the real reason is that 
the influence of our Shemiras Shabbos in Bnei Brak only extends as far 
as this border. If we would strengthen our care and devotion to 
Shemiras Shabbos more and more, its influence would cross this 
highway and affect our erring brothers on the other side. Rav Shach 
added, in the name of the Brisker Rav, that the unusual respect with 
which even many of the irreligious treat Yom Kippur does not come 
from some recognition or evaluation of the day in their eyes. It comes 
only from the degree of sensitivity and sanctity that we attach to it, 
whose far-reaching effect has reached the extent where they don’t travel 
on Yom Kippur, and they fast and daven.                                                
P.S. ohcuy ohhj rpxc ubn,j ubfkn ubhct 


